Introduction
Rapid communication in many organisms relies on fast propagation of electric signals, which in turn depend on a specialized class of protein molecules called ion channels.
When the ion channels are opened on the cell membrane by either chemical ligands or membrane depolarization, they allow ionic flux across the cell membrane and lead to rapid changes of membrane potentials. Potassium (K + ) channels regulate the flux of K + ions through cell membranes and participate several physiological functions such as the maintenance of the resting membrane potential, the excitation of nerve and muscle cells, the secretion of hormones, and sensory transduction [13, 43] . When dysfunctional, ion channels would cause a number of diseases. Therefore, understanding how the molecular structure determines channel function is profoundly interesting, both for the biological and for the medical sciences [26, 1, 5] .
The X-ray crystallographic structures of distinct potassium channels reveal a common architecture of the pore [25, 11] . Four subunits are symmetrically arranged around the channel axis, with each subunit having at least two transmembrane helixes separated by a re-entrant P-loop and selectivity filter (SF). K + channels are the most extensively studied family of ion channels, both experimentally and computationally, and the KcsA structure [40, 42] has been the most popular one among K + channels since it is the first K + channel to be crystalized. Many computational and experimental data of KcsA is available for comparison.
SF of K + channels is the essential element to their permeation and selectivity mechanisms [6] . Thousands of millions of K + ions per second can diffuse in single file down their electrochemical gradient across the membrane at physiological conditions [2, 29] .
Each subunit contributes to SF with a conserved signature peptide, namely TVGYG in most of the channels [26] . The carbonyl oxygens of the backbone of SF point toward the lumen and orchestrate the movements of ions in and out of the channel. These carbonyl oxygens together with the side-chain hydroxyl oxygen of a threonine residue define four ion-binding sites in SF, designated S1-S4 starting at the extracellular side [45] . In addition, K + ion can bind in the central water-filled cavity of pore and two alternate positions at the extracellular side of pore [45] .
SF is generally too narrow to accommodate a K + ion with its hydration shell, and thus K + ions must be dehydrated to enter SF, when attracted by the strong negative charges of carbonyl oxygens in SF. K + ion must replace its solvation shell by the carbonyl oxygens in the backbone of SF. Each of these protein sites binds K + ions with a tight-fitting cage of 8 carbonyl oxygen atoms that resembles the solvation shell of a hydrated K + ion.
Classical Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) system has been widely applied to model ionic transport in biological setting as well as other areas [10, 28, 18] . Various analysis and computation [37, 38, 8] regarding this system have been attempted in the literature.
Current-voltage (IV) relation is an important functional characteristic of ion channels
and can be determined experimentally. PNP theory has been successfully applied to model wide ion channels, and has reproduced the experimental IV data quite successfully [44, 41] . However, when used in narrow ion channels, such as KcsA, the classical PNP system is not suitable anymore, due to the extremely narrow SF. This is because classical PNP neglects the size of ions and therefore overestimates the K ion occupancy of SF. Also, classical PNP does not consider solvation energy barrier that is significantly encountered by K + ions when dehydrated to enter SF.
Various modified PNP system have been proposed to include the steric or size effect of ions [16, 9, 21, 19, 23] . In this study, we employed Bikerman model with specific ion sizes [17] , which is one of the widely accepted models in literature. In addition, solvation energy based on Born model is included in the present formulation based on dehydration of ions and its importance emphasized above [4] . The adoption of Bikerman model is because of its simplicity and availability of some analytical results, which we believe can provide more physical insights into the mechanism of ion channels.
It is well known that potassium channels have high selectivity of potassium ion over sodium ion (K + is 10 4 times more permeant than Na + ) [13] . Though K + and Na + have the same valence and therefore they have the same electrostatic affinity to carbonyl oxygens in SF, K + encounters less Born solvation energy barrier than Na + when passing through SF due to its size slightly larger than Na + . However, few studies were found about selectivity between K + and alkaline earth ions like Ca 2+ and Ba 2+ . Alkaline earth ions generally have stronger electrostatic affinity to SF than K + due to their divalence, but at the same time also bear larger Born solvation energy barrier again due to their divalence. The blockage of KcsA by Ba 2+ has demonstrated this strong competition of SF occupancy between electrostatic affinity and solvation energy [33] .
Here we employed one-dimensional asymptotic analysis and numerical simulation of present model to study (i) the mechanism of channel selectivity among K + and other ions;
(ii) the mechanism causing IV curve to be saturated when voltage gets large as recorded in experiments [32] . for compensation and total energy is actually decreased then. We have studied the IV curves by analytical, numerical, and hybrid methods, and cross-validated the results. The results have revealed the reason for saturation of IV curve and pointed out the difficulties in numerical simulations for some cases. The IV curve also shows agreement with the profile and scale of experimental results.
The manuscript is arranged as follows. Section 2 formulates the mathematical model, i.e., the modified PNP system with Bikerman model and Born model. Section 3 deals with the the equilibrium case with zero flux, implying the selectivity of channel. Section 4 provides analytical results for IV curve for non-equilibrium case. Direct numerical simulations are conducted in Section 5 and a hybrid computational-asymptotic analysis is done in Section 6. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn.
Mathematical model
We consider the Bikerman model with specific ion sizes [17] , and include permanent charge and solvation energy into the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) formulation. The
where c i (i = 1, .., n) denote the concentrations of ions, φ is electric potential, A(x) is the cross section area, q(x) is the permanent charge (positive q means negative fixed charge),
r (x) is the relative permittivity, and k B , T, 0 , e 0 are some constants (see Appendix A). The electro-chemical potentials are given by
where a i are the effective diameters of ions, and W i is solvation energy 
, where some part of reservoir is included we consider a relative large L b . The cross section area A(x) in filter is much smaller than that of the chamber region. The permanent negative charge q(x) due to carbonyl oxygens and threonine residues is confined in the small volume of the filter, so the effective q(x) in the model is extremely large compared with chamber concentrations [14, 15] . This further implies that the filter attracts counter-ions and thus the saturation of ions in filter means few water molecules in filter or ions are dehydrated. Therefore, the dielectric constant r (x) would be much smaller in filter, and this justifies the introduction of above solvation energy W i (x), which gives the energy barrier from chamber to filter.
In later analysis, the solvation energy also causes jumps in concentrations from chamber to filter while maintaining continuous electro-chemical potentials µ i .
In the chamber, the model is approximately the classic PNP system, where the size effect is negligible and q(x) = 0. With this in mind, we do a traditional nondimensionalization with reference scales in the chamber. We set
where a 0 is a reference diameter, D 0 is a reference diffusion constant, A b is reference (maximum) cross section area in chamber and rb is (maximum) relative permittivity at farther end of chamber (see (69) in Appendix A for their values).
By removing the tilde, the dimensionless system in −1 < x < 1 is
where i = 1, .., n and
where the first term in µ i is originally log(c i a 3 i δ) by dimensionalization but we removed the constant log(a 3 i δ) from µ i since this would not affect the system. The dimensionless parameters are
Please refer to Appendix A for the estimates of parameters in this system. One easily see that with W i =constant and as c k δ tends to 0, the above µ i goes back to that in classical PNP system. This is the case in chamber region, whereas in filter region c k is quite large and c k δ terms can not be neglected.
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In this section, we study the selectivity of the channel in equilibrium case, for simplicity. We will see the conclusions also hold for non-equilibrium case with finite fluxes. The same boundary conditions at two ends of chamber are used
where i = 1, .., n and the electro-neutrality (EN) condition z i c ib = 0 is satisfied. Therefore, there's no flux across the filter. The aim is to study the relative concentrations of ions in filter under different situations, which would imply the selectivity.
In general case, we notice that by definition of µ i in (6) we can solve c i (i = 1, .., n) in terms of φ and µ i (see Appendix B)
For equilibrium case, by J i = 0, we conclude that µ i is constant throughout filter and
where the constant B i is determined by boundary conditions in (8) . In this case, by substituting (10) into (9), c i is expressed explicitly in terms of φ.
Since the filter region is quite small, it is natural to adopt some effective charge [15, 30] .
We assume q(x) = q is a large constant in filter, and treat q as a crucial parameter.
Depending on the relative magnitude of q, we have either electro-neutral (EN) case or non-EN case in filter. We also assume r (x) = r0 in filter, where r0 is constant (say 1/40, corresponding to original r = 2). Note by choice of scaling in (4), we have r (±1) = 1.
K
In this subsection, we consider the case with three ions K + , Na + and Cl − (respectively c 1 , c 2 and c 3 ), and study the selectivity between Na + and K + .
From the expression of c 1 and c 2 in (9,10), we get in the filter
Thus, the ratio c 1 /c 2 is a constant independent of φ and x in filter. More precisely, we
where the O(δ) term in chamber has been dropped and ∆W i is the barrier from chamber to filter due to solvation energy
Since the diameter of K + is larger than that of Na + , the barrier of K + from chamber to filter is smaller, i.e.,
From the data in (70) of Appendix A, we get ∆W i ∼ W 0 ∼ O(10 2 ), thus the term ∆W i dominates the ratio (11), and hence c 2 is always exponentially smaller than c 1 . As both c 1 and c 2 are at most at the order of O(q), the concentration c 2 is exponentially small and negligible in the filter. This means that K + is favored or selected in filter compared with Na + , and this fact is independent of q. Based on data in (69,70) of Appendix A, we get
This implies that, the term ∆W i dominates in (11, 12) unless the chamber contraction c 2b is 10 7 times larger than c 1b . Since boundary values c ib , φ b have negligible effect, one can imagine this conclusion holds for non-equilibrium case. One can rigorously prove this by noting µ i is monotone in non-equilibrium case with finite flux.
The high selectivity of SF for larger K + over smaller Na + has been also intensively studied by molecular dynamics (MD) [7, 24, 36, 32] and experiments [12, 20] , just to name a few. Experiments show Na + can block KcsA K + current from intracellular side but not from extracellular side [12] . This observation is explained by MD studies that Na+ would encounter a much larger energy barrier than K + when approaching S2 binding site in multi-cation knock-on entering SF from extracellular side [7] , and all binding sites are more selective to K+ than Na+ except the internal water cavity site lying at the entrance of SF from intracellular side [24] .
EN case
From the data (70,71) of Appendix A, we get q ∼ O(1/δ). When q does not exceed the critical value
we have the EN condition in filter
which provides a nonlinear equation for φ, with the help of (9, 10) . In fact, this is a quadratic equation for e φ . The analytic solution involves many exponential large and exponential small terms, and can easily lead to wrong or complex solutions by direct compuation with softwares (like Mathematica). It's easy to prove that c 3 is also exponentially small. As a leading order approximation, we get
which can also be obtained directly from analytical solution by keeping essential exponential small terms and dropping high-order exponentially small terms.
Remark: In above analysis, by EN condition we mean that it is valid in most middle part of filter region. Actually, near the two edges of filter (or interface of filter and chamber), say x = ±s, there is a tiny boundary layer due to large q and small r in (5) Figure 2b shows the selectivity of K + and Na + in filter.
Non-EN case
For this case, we can not use EN condition and instead we should solve the full equation (5) . Since length of filter is at the same scale of boundary layer in classical PNP of chamber region, we will introduce a new scale X = x/ to study the system. For the equilibrium case, the equation for φ is
where prime denotes the derivative with respect to X. In above, we consider a relatively long chamber region, so the domain is set as ∞ as approximation (this causes essentially no difference). The position of interface between filter and chamber is
where S ∼ O(1).
For simplicity, we consider a simple geometry (see Figure 3 ) that the cross section area A(X), the fixed charge q(X) and the relative permittivity r (X) are constants in either chamber or filter region. We denote Note that some typical values are
which will be used to show the results.
Because of symmetry, we only consider the interval X ∈ [0, ∞). For the chamber region, equation (19) reduces to classical Poisson-Boltzmann equation by neglecting the
where we have assumed the boundary conditions at ∞
It is easy to get
and hence obtain the solution φ(X) in chamber region (see (75) in Appendix B).
In filter, we have from equation (19) and symmetry condition that
where c i (i = 1, 2, 3) are given by (9, 10) . One can easily prove that the function φ(X)
is monotonically increasing throughout the interval [0, ∞), since c 2 + c 1 < q in filter.
For filter region, since c 2 is exponentially small (see the analysis below (11)), it can be neglected. In addition, by expression of c 3 in (9,10) and some data (70) in Appendix A, we get
From the fact that φ is increasing, we get that φ < 0, thus c 3 is always exponentially small and can be neglected. Therefore, the filter equation (25) 1 is simplified to
By integration, we easily get
where φ 0 ≡ φ(0) is to be determined, and the function G(φ) is given by
At interface X = S, we have
Denote φ(S±) = φ s , then the two quantities φ 0 , φ s are determined by
Once they are found, we get the explicit solutions for filter and chamber. 
but it still needs the derivatives φ (X) to balance the large q. The solutions (e.g., minimum φ 0 and interface value φ s ) are most influenced by dimensionless quantities L f (position S), A f and r in filter. Remark: In Section 3.1.1, we only considered the constant solution φ = φ * in middle part of filter. Actually the constant φ * is connected to the chamber by a standard boundary layer (BL) in filter and near two edges. The solution in filter can be easily constructed similar to above analysis, and is given
where φ s determined by (31) 1 with φ 0 = φ * there. The results for φ and c 1 are shown in Figure 5 for the case q = 600 < 1/a is much larger. Now, we consider the EN case in filter
With the help of (9, 10), this is a cubic equation for e φ and once φ is solved all c i can be recovered. The analytic solution for φ is quite complicated, and involves many exponentially large and small terms. One can not get right answer unless making proper approximations in different situations by keeping only leading exponential terms and neglecting high-order exponential terms. There are two situations. When q satisfies (16), we get the same approximation as in (18) . When q is relatively large,
we get the leading-order approximation
In above, φ * depends on the calculated c * 1 and c * 2 , thus the size effect on φ * is through these two quantities. One can see that the boundary conditions affects φ * , but have negligible influence on the selectivity. The conclusion on selectivity also applies to non-equilibrium case.
Remark: In above approximation (36) , c * 1 and c * 2 are determined by the constraints
This implies that EN condition is satisfied, and at the same time SF is saturated with Figure 6 does not reach this value. The Barium Ba 2+ has been used to block K + channel for a long time [33] . The size of Ba 2+ is larger than Ca 2+ , given in Appendix A. Since it also has +2 valence, the energy barrier (∼ 201.2) is still much larger than that of K + . The above analysis will not change, and in this case the critical value is q = 2/a 3 Ba δ ∼ 1688. Figure 7 shows the results and dependence on q, with same data as before. Figure 7b indicates [34] . 
Fluxes of K
+ /Na + case
In this subsection, we consider the three-ion case with K + ,Na + and Cl − . At two ends x = ±1, we impose
In this case, the results in Section 3.1 about selectivity of K + and Na + are still valid.
Although B i in (10) is not an exact constant anymore, the variation is small since µ i is monotone. We have also pointed out in Section 3.1 that c 2 is exponentially small unless c 2 is 10 7 times larger than that of c 1 near filter. Based on results on selectivity, now we study the relative variation ∆µ i for each µ i (i = 1, 2, 3) in chamber and filter. Since in chamber it is almost the classical PNP system, we get c i ∼ O(1), implying
In filter, we have either c i ∼ O(q) or c i is exponentially small. Since the filter interval is small, as a first approximation, we have
where L f and A f are dimensionless quantities already. We know that the total variation (sum of above two, (39) and (40)) from left end to right end is O(1) with V ∼ O(1). From Section 3.1, we have c 1 ∼ O(q) in filter, and then we get the estimate from some data
This implies that J 1 ∼ O(1), and the filter region can be neglected for variation of µ 1 .
On the other hand, c * 2 and c * 3 are exponentially small in filter, thus J 2 and J 3 can only be exponentially small, but this still gives finite variation ∆µ 2 , ∆µ 3 in filter by (40) . In this context, we can treat J 2 = J 3 = 0 when studying the chamber region, and therefore we only need to concentrate on J 1 -V relation.
In the chamber, it is eligible to use the EN condition as first approximation for relative long chamber. We take constant cross section A(x) = 1 for illustration. By neglecting O(δ) term, we get the classic system
This can be solved explicitly for left half chamber −1 < x < 0 and right half chamber 0 < x < 1, given in Appendix B. Here x = 0 is treated as filter. By the continuity of µ 1 at filter, we get (see Appendix B)
which provides the J-V relation. This can be obtained by solving a quadratic equation, and we select the reasonable root that satisfies J = 0 at V = 0,
For the special case c 2b = 0, we have
The general case of A(x) causes no essential problem (see Appendix B), and finally we get
Since L f ∼ O( ), for special case A(x) = 1, this factor after J degenerates to 1−L f /2 ∼ 1. Remark: We have used EN condition in above system, which causes an O( J) error in estimate of the variation ∆µ 1 , due to classical BL near filter edge in chamber (see [39] ). large V (the reason will be illustrated in later section), which agrees well with experimental measurements [32] . The presence of Na + reduces the flux of K + with the still tendency to saturate at large V. These generally agree well with experiment measurements in [32] except that there is a dip in experimental IV curves at moderate V corresponding to the blockage by Na + and it becomes relieved at high V by a "punch-through" mechanism.
The failure to predict the dip of IV curve caused by Na + is due to the limitation of current analysis. Na + is expected to bind at the water cavity site near the intracellular entrance of SF, and this peak of Na + concentration at water cavity site is totally overlooked by current asymptotic analysis which assumes EN over there. Now we summarize the strategy for determining J-V relations, which also applies to other cases like next subsection.
• from the equilibrium case, determine which ions (here K + , next subsection K + and Ca 2+ ) are prevalent in filter and which (here Na + and Cl − ) are 0 in filter.
• set finite flux for only those ions prevalent in filter and set 0 flux for others, and then solve the chamber equations for left and right chamber regions
• determine the J-V relations by using continuity of µ i at filter for only those ions prevalent in filter (note that other µ i are constant in chamber and have jumps at filter).
It appears that we have only used chamber equations to approximation the J-V relations, but actually it is totally different to directly solve chamber equations without the filter in Figure 9 have jumps at filter, and the µ 2 and µ 3 in Figure 10 are constants in each chamber.
In this subsection, we consider the three-ion case with K + ,Ca 2+ and Cl − (the case for Ba 2+ is similar). At two ends x = ±1, we impose
The analysis on the variation of ∆µ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are similar to the preceding subsection, and we can follow the preceding strategy to determine the flux-voltage relations.
Depending on the parameter q and results in Section 3. Now we focus on the second case and take A(x) = 1 for illustration. We solve the following system in chamber
It is not easy to solve φ(x) and c i (x) (i = 1, 2, 3) directly, instead if we treat φ as the independent variable, we can solve x(φ) and c i (φ) (i = 1, 2, 3) explicitly. We denote solutions by x R (φ), c iR (φ) for the right half interval 0 < x < 1 and by x L (φ), c iL (φ) for −1 < x < 0, given in Appendix B. Then, by the continuity of µ 1 and µ 2 at x = 0, we get
where φ 0L and φ 0R are left and right limit values of φ at x = 0, which are defined by
All these four equations involve the fluxesJ 1 ,J 2 and V , thus they determineJ 1 ,J 2 , φ 0L , φ 0R
in terms of V . The general case of A(x) needs only slight modifications, see Appendix B. 
Computational analysis
In this section, we solve the modified PNP system numerically. Our main objective is to verify our asymptotic analysis under simplifying conditions. We use the dynamic process to simulate the steady state solutions for φ, c i and associated fluxes. Some smooth dimensionless functions r (x) (connecting 1/40 and 1) and A(x) (connecting 1/30 and 1) will be used in the simulation, see Figure 14 . Now we illustrate it by considering the 3-ions case with c i (i = 1, 2, 3) for K + , Na + , Cl − . This is to verify previous analytical results for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases. We adopt the initial conditions at t = 0,
The boundary conditions are
(52) We have also tested different smoothing profiles of r (x) and A(x) and boundary conditions for concentrations, and as long as r is 1/40 (original value is 2 before scale) in part of filter, the minimum values of φ will not change. This also verifies the predictions in (18). To test the analysis of non-equilibrium case, we set V = 1, q = 600 and others the same as above. After computation of about 20 h to t = 2, the system tends to some steady state. The fluxes are shown in Figure 17 , indicating that only flux J 1 is nonzero and goes to a constant 1.167 at steady state. This feature agrees with previous analysis. show agreement with previous analytical results. We have also tested different V , and compared with analytical flux-voltage curves in next section. 
Since the second term is O(1) for present q = 600 not exceeding the critical value 790, we need c 3 to be as accurate as e −90 ∼ 10 −40 . We know it is almost 0, but to compute correct µ 3 in filter, it has to go to as small as 10 −40 . This is partially verified numerically, i.e., when we increase the accuracy of c 3 in filter, the values of µ 3 in filter as in Figure   19c will decrease further (in both cases V = 0 and V = 1). In addition, the accuracy of Figure 15 has a relatively larger discrepancy with analytical resutls.
When Ca 2+ is present and with above q = 600, the results and features are very similar to above results (omitted here), and this agrees with previous analysis. We also tried for large q = 1000 in above 3-ion case and in a case with Ca 2+ , but the computation is very unstable and failed to capture the features in analysis. Now we give some explanation based previous analysis and provide some insight on the numerical difficulty. In such cases, the ions saturate in filter and thus the second term in µ i of Eq. (6) is crucial and requires very high accuracy for c i in computation. Take the 3-ion case with Ca 2+ in Section 3.2 for example, one can see that even for the simple case of algebraic equations from (34) and (9, 10), it is not straightforward to determine φ. Originally, the solution depends on identity (10), and from the solution in (36) we find that in this case
This causes the main difficulty of direct numerical simulation, as this term is essential to capture the behaviour in filter. One should be very cautious to calculate c i directly in simulation, since both Ca 2+ and K + are in the order O(q) but they need to be accurate to e −170 to capture this term. Other difficulty can also come from log c i terms, as some ion like Cl − is exponentially small (this is already illustrated in last paragraph for previous case). These difficulties can be avoided if the c i can be represented by φ, as φ behaves good in analysis and computation. This can be easily done for equilibrium case with help of formula (9,10), but not straightforward in dynamic case.
We also briefly mention the 3-ion case of K + , Na + , Cl − with large large q, as in Section 3.1.2. It is similar for the difficulties from the two log terms in µ i in (6) . In addition,
analytical solution or Figure 4c shows that there is an internal transition point for c 1 in filter, where c 1 changes from exponential small to O(q). In some part of filter, on the one hand c 1 is exponential small, and on the other J 1 ∼ c 1 ∂ x µ 1 should be finite. It is not easy to capture the transition or to compute the form 0 * ∞.
Hybrid computational-asymptotic analysis
When q is large, direct numerical computation becomes challenging and inefficient. In addition, when is relatively large (i.e., short chamber length L), our analysis for the J-V relation in Section 4 fails since the EN assumption is no longer valid in the chamber.
In this subsection, we provide an alternative hybrid method by combining asymptotic analysis in the filter with numerical computation in the chamber. We obtain an analytical solution in filter for non-equilibrium case by slightly modifying that from Section 3.1.2, and in the chamber we can simplify the system, which is generally easy to solve numerically (no such difficulties mentioned in last subsection) or relates to some special functions. We could also call the solutions in the subsection as semi-analytical solutions.
We take the three ion case K + , Na + and Cl − as illustration, and assume A = 1 and r = 1 in the chamber (the general case should not cause essential difficulty). The dimensional length can be either large or small (reflected in parameter ), say L = 10.5 nm in previous sections or L = 3 nm in more practical case. The system in the right chamber by neglecting O(δ) term is
with boundary conditions c i = c ib , φ = 0 at x = 1. Here position s denote the edge of filter. We immediately get c 2 , c 3 in terms of φ
so that
Multiplying φ on this equation and using (55) 1 , we obtain
Substituting into equation (57) and with c 1b + c 2b = c 3b , we obtain
Similarly for the left chamber with boundary conditions c i = c ib and φ = V , we would
These two equations are to be solved with help of solution in filter or with some matching connection conditions.
Remark:
The final differential equation for φ seems complicated, but actually it relates to a special function, defined by Painlevé II (PII) equation. Here we would like to bring attention to this connection, as Painlevé transcendents have been studied intensively in last decades [3] . The reduction of steady state PNP system with ±1 ions to PII equation was mentioned in [35] . For the present 3-ion case, it is similar and we can adopt the
so that equation (58) becomes PII equation with parameter 0,
The typical solutions in present setting is that φ(x) either blows up to ∞ or to −∞ at x = x * as x decreases from 1, and this agrees with some features (like poles) of solutions of PII equations. But the reasonable solution in current case is connected to the filter solution at x = s before it reaches x * .
Next we would like to connect above solutions in chamber with filter solution. We take q > 1/a 3 1 δ for example. In general, for non-equilibrium case, one can not express c i in terms of φ and then directly construct the solution like Section 3.1.2. But we make use of the facts that Eq. (9) still holds in non-equilibrium case. In addition, for selected ions (K + or K + and Ca 2+ ), µ i are constants for filter region based on evidence from both analysis and simulation. Thus, the only modification of filter solution in (28, 29) is that the constant B 1 is replaced by µ 1 (s), which relates to chamber solution. We can determine the solutions by using shooting method. Once we fix J and φ (1), we can compute the solution of φ and hence c i (i = 1, 2, 3) upto x = s. We treat the solution as a special function of arguments J, φ (1). With calculated B 1 = µ 1 (s), the filter solution is known.
Then, the connection conditions at x = s are
where s 0 is position of minimum of φ or φ = 0 in filter. Similarly for the left chamber, with given V, J, φ (−1), the get the solutions and then the connection conditions at x = −s
Note that we have s 0 = 0 for the equilibrium case V = 0, but in general the solution is not exactly symmetric. The final condition is
In brief, with given boundary value V , we have 7 nonlinear equations for 7 unknowns φ 0 , φ(±s), φ (±1),J and s 0 . The case q < 1/a 3 1 δ is simpler, and we do not need the two integral conditions (64) 3 and (65) 3 anymore, which are replaced by
Then, we have 6 nonlinear equations for 6 unknowns φ 0 , φ(±s), φ (±1),J. Remark: There is a fictitious singularity in the integrals in (63,64), i.e., the integrand is singular at φ = φ 0 , but the integral is like Figure 23b shows the I-V relations with physical units for q = 1100, which are in similar order to figure 2B of experiment paper [32] . One could also make it more comparable by adjusting other parameters, say the cross section area A(x).
The idea in this subsection can be applied to more general cases, say general A(x), slowly varying r (x) in chamber or with ion Ca 2+ . The formulation and solving process are quite similar, except that we might solve more than one equation in chamber region.
We will not repeat this here.
Concluding remarks
We have studied the selectivity of KcsA potassium channel and the current-voltage (IV) relation. With a 1D modified PNP system by keeping essential elements, many features of the channel have been demonstrated by both analytical formulas and numerical simulations. The selectivity among K + and other ions are clearly illustrated with analytical formulas. Saturation of IV curve is captured by various methods, and explanation is provided. We hope these methods in current work can be applied to other types of ion channels, and provide insights into the selectivity and IV relations. More work is needed to make comparison with experiments or calibrate some parameters in the model for different channels. Some feature in detailed 3D simulations such as pile-up of ions near filter may be missed in current 1D framework. This could be due to the boundary charge distribution (instead of local source charge) in filter and complex geometry of the channel. More work under 3D framework is ongoing as an extension of current work.
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A Parameter values
The data in this Appendix are mainly from [22, 13, 39, 27] . 
If we think of exact sphere instead of cube, the factor (π/6) 1/3 ≈ 0.8 should be multiplied to above effective diameters of ions a i .
For dimensionless system, we have the estimates of dimensionless parameters ≈ 0.13, δ = a 
then by multiplication of a i and summation, we obtain
which implies
The solution of (24) where dot represents derivative with respect to φ. Then the solutions x R (φ) and c iR (φ) (i = 1, 2, 3) for right-half interval 0 < x < 1 (i.e., φ 0R < φ < 0 or 0 < φ < φ 0R ) are c 3R (φ) = (2c 2b + 1)e φ , 
The solutions c iL (φ) and x L (φ) for left-half interval −1 < x < 0 (i.e., V < φ < φ 0L or φ 0L < φ < V ) are c iL (φ) = c iR (φ − V ), i = 1, 2, 3,
For the general case of A(x), one only needs to make a transformation y = 
